
HUMAN SERVICES COMMITTEE 
Monday, December 9, 2019 - 9:30 AM 

 
 
Charles Harrington, Chairperson 
Noel Merrihew, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Vice-Chairman Merrihew called this Human Services Meeting to order at 9:30 am with the 
following Supervisors in attendance: Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Shaun Gillilland, Joseph 
Giordano, Roy Holzer, Ronald Jackson, Stephen McNally, Noel Merrihew, James Monty, Gerald 
Morrow, Roby Politi, Michael Tyler, Davina Winemiller, Joe Pete Wilson and Tom Scozzafava. 
Stephanie DeZalia, Charles Harrington and Mike Marnell had been previously excused. 
 
Department Heads present: Linda Beers, Judith Garrison, Krissy Leerkes, Michael Mascarenas, 
Terri Morse and Daniel Palmer. 
 
Deputies present:  Jim Dougan. 
 
Also present:  Jay Rand – Supervisor Elect, Town of North Elba and Ken Hughes – Supervisor 
Elect, Town of Essex. 
 
News Media present:  Tim Rowland – Sun Community News. 
 
 
MERRIHEW:  Good morning everyone. We will call this Human Services committee to order.  If 
you will all, please rise and join me in the salute. Thank you very much.  First this morning, Mr. 
Mascarenas.  Good morning Michael. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Good morning everyone.  I did have a resolution that I sent out later, last week 
it didn’t make the packet but I tried to get it to everyone on the committee and the full board.  I 
have a resolution authorizing the Department of Social Services to spend $7,538.25 with HON 
Company c/o Northeast Business Interiors for the purpose of new workstations, filing and storage 
cabinets for the DSS Preventive/Foster care department.  This is State contract pricing and we 
did budget for this item, we do have the funds in our budget. 
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you Michael.  Someone care to move? 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PURCHASE OF WORKSTATIONS AND FILING AND 
STORAGE CABINETS FROM HON COMPANY C/O NORTHEAST BUSINESS INTERIORS IN 
THE AMOUNT OF $7,538.25, IN THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES 
PREVENTIVE/FOSTER CARE DEPARTMENT, WITH FUNDS TO COME FROM BUDGETED 
FUNDS. 
Monty, Politi 
 
MERRIHEW:  Questions or comments on the resolution?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed 
– resolution carries.  Thank you Mike. 
 
MASCAREANAS:  I did receive a call - Mr. Scozzafava did you have a question? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  No, you beat me to the punch which is rare. 
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MASCARENAS: Okay Mr. Scozzafava was talking to me last week about some of the perceptions 
in terms of DSS and we do deal with that quite often.  So today I thought I would just talk a little 
bit about that I don’t want to necessarily take up too much of your time but the perception is you 
know we have everybody is getting welfare, everybody is getting food stamps, everybody is 
getting heating assistance, etc., etc., etc.  and that really couldn’t be further from the truth and 
actuality and typically we range from 50 to 75 people countywide that are receiving total benefits 
from our department.  Our highest benefitted program is SNAP which is traditionally known as 
food stamps. We typically have somewhere around 3,000 right now, we have 2,800 people in our 
county that’s getting that which is about 8% of our population which is something to be a little bit 
alarmed about but when you really dig into those numbers and you start looking at who’s receiving 
that benefit you quickly learn is it’s not what people think.  And what it is typically is a high 
percentage of those recipients are really are our aging population if you look at our demographics 
in Essex County we’re aging at a much larger rate than most of the United States to be quite 
honest and those are the people that are receiving them.  They are people that worked their whole 
lives.  They are people that are on fixed incomes and their cost of living continues to go but their 
income does not.  HEAP is another good example of that.  We have I think right now about 1700 
individuals in our county that receive heating assistance.  There’s a really good reason why Office 
for the Aging is our alternant certifier of those programs and that’s because we have a large 
number of those people that are benefited that are our aging population so we try to let people 
know facts they don’t always want to hear it or believe it.  I typically deal with facts so the reality 
is those programs are in place for safeguards for those individuals that need it and it’s not always 
what you think it’s in place and it’s helping a lot of young people and a lot of elderly people in our 
communities.  Questions, comments, concerns? 
 
WINEMILLER:  So Mike it’s my understanding that a lot of the big businesses for example 
Walmart, Hannaford, Price Chopper you know even Kinney’s will only hire people part time at 36 
hours a week so that they are not getting full time benefits like health insurance, vacation and 
things like that and how many people do you think are affected by that process that these big 
companies are doing?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 
MASCARENAS:  That’s a good question.  I really don’t know that.  We would have to look at what 
we’re getting in terms of applications because everything we deal in is really income driven and 
they are all different levels so the reason why you have more people in your SNAP program is 
because if you have a family of four you can make say around $40,000 a year but for rent, that 
number may be $20,000 so it’s much less so to be honest with you I would really have to dig into 
our applications and look at the working poor that you’re really talking about there and some of 
those practices but I can look at and see what we’re getting in terms of that. 
 
WINEMILLER:  I always wondered how much of a business subsidy SNAP and HEAP and 
Medicare are for people that are working who are only allowed to work 36 hours a week?  You 
know?   I know there are big businesses in our area that 95% of their workforce is part-time so 
they might have 300 employees and 10 full time workers now I don’t know if that disturbs anyone 
else here but it really disturbs me and I personally feel that food stamps has been a subsidy for 
big business for a long time. 
 
MASCARENAS: I can look at our numbers locally and get back to you.  Another thing people 
don’t often recognize and perhaps I’ll get hung for even saying it is the economic driver that social 
services really is so when you’re talking about food stamps in particular in our small communities 
that really helps their bottom line so when they’re going to the market next door, they are going 
to Walmart and they are shopping that money is coming and it’s helping to create and maintain 
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jobs in our local communities.  It’s a bigger driver than people realize I think in supporting not only 
the people that are not working but the people that are working quite frankly. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Mike as always your report is excellent and I’m glad you brought this out today.  
One of the things that I’ve seen over the years with working poor the people that are receiving 
benefits who find a job and take that job you know what happens their benefits get reduced so 
with the cost of day care especially with single moms and so on they are caught between a rock 
and a hard place and we actually continue to make it dysfunctional because we take away, they 
want to go out they want to get a job and try to get on their feet but yet we turn around and reduce 
benefits they find you know what I’m losing money if I take this job or I’m not going to be able to 
make it if I’m working which is an irony. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Yeah, day care is the anomaly that one absolutely is very costly for families.  It’s 
not unlikely for a person to spend between ten and twenty thousand dollars a year in day out of 
their own pocket that’s the one thing that is really problematic for young families in our 
communities not only finding day care if you can find it to begin with but once you find it trying to 
make ends meet in terms of that.  That subsidy is higher Mr. Scozzafava so that’s another one 
that’s on the high end of the spectrum in terms of receiving.  You know we hear often United Way 
come in and they talk about those ALICE numbers and the Government does recognize those 
ALICE families in terms of day care, in terms of SNAP so you could be a family of four and make 
$50,000 a year and you’d still be eligible for the day care subsidy the problem is if we often spend 
our full allocation very quickly in terms of what the State provides us in order to hand out to those 
families so then we’ve got to make decisions do we go over that allocation and try to help more 
families then it turns into local share or do we put them on a waiting list and move them into that 
once we have a spot available? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So let’s say they take the employment and do you work with that family, with that 
individual to give them time to get on their feet or do we just say, okay you’re not going to get 
anymore? 
 
MASCARENAS: We can only provide them services for anything they qualify for at any given time 
so you would have maybe a month because it turns into your paystubs that we’re constantly 
looking at those types of things so you might have a month in terms of getting on your feet but 
after that we couldn’t provide services for somebody that no longer qualified.  It’s a hard line in 
terms of that number.  It doesn’t have to make sense, I know. 
 
MERRIHEW:  It’s the way it is. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Thanks Mike for bringing up the whole day care thing because I always believed 
the role of Government is to do for the common good and also to provide for those who cannot 
provide for themselves and we have two areas some of it has come very close here among this 
board that are going to, that are basically going to take people out of the economy because of 
lack of services and I know I think that this is an area that Government and our role needs to step 
in and that is on child day care and adult day care.  Child day care there are so many young 
families can’t afford it as you said and they can’t stay home and take care of their child because 
they are taken out of our economy and the adult day care issue that traps generations.  It is a real 
crisis and would be if we take a look at it from a Government level it would be an economy boom 
to this county.  I’m also extremely concerned about the profanation or the existence of basically 
off the books day care centers because something is going to happen and innocent people are 
going to end up going to jail.  This is an area that we need to take a very close and serious look 
at. 
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MASCARENAS:  I agree.  Thank you. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you for that Shaun.  
 
MONTY:  I agree with everything that’s being said here especially what you were saying Shaun 
about the day care unfortunately the regulations for day care and the hoops and training that 
people who want to run a day care need is so cost prohibited which drives up the cost for taking 
the kids in so unfortunately we’re seeing the grandmother’s and the stay at home moms taking in 
kids but they’re not licensed.  If you look at the Federal guidelines like you were saying Mike each 
program is different there’s no consistency to how we’re helping these people.  It’s this for SNAP.  
It’s this for HEAP.  It’s this for day care there’s absolutely no consistency and you look at those 
numbers and you tell me how in the Adirondacks in rural New York how a family of four can live 
on $40,000 a year?  Maintain a home, clothes on their back, food on the table it can’t be done.  It 
can’t be done. 
 
MASCARENAS:  I agree. Thank you. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you Mr. Monty.  Further questions or comments?  One last thing, the last 
couple weeks I’ve seen I guess on the news issues with the SNAP program Federally is that 
something we’ll be affected by? 
 
MASCARENAS:  Absolutely if that changes at the Federal level you’re going to see a reduction 
locally in terms of who’s going to qualify for SNAP and again, I think the perception in our 
communities is great, because the people that are getting it shouldn’t be getting it anyways without 
understanding that it’s not what you think.  It’s your grandparents, right?  It’s those people that 
have worked and lived in our communities, have been productive members of society and have 
simply gotten older and no longer can afford their day to day costs so that cut would absolutely 
be detrimental to our demographic here absolutely would. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you on that Mike and that’s not a done deal? That’s a proposal? 
 
MASCARENAS:  It’s a proposal right now. 
 
MERRIHEW: So later on maybe at ways and means or something if there’s a resolution that we 
should prepare in support of leaving the program the way it is. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Absolutely and I will prepare that for you if you’d like. 
 
MERRIHEW: Okay. I think that would be a great idea. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Thank you for bringing that up. 
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you.  Further questions or comments? 
 
GILLILLAND:  If this Federal regulation comes into effect you say it’s going to have a major effect 
upon here, Essex County what is the level of magnitude?   
 
MASCARENAS:  I’m not sure exactly what is being proposed.  I don’t know that the details have 
been brought forward. What I know is that they are talking about a reduction in benefits so does 
that mean they are going to reduce the amount they give qualified individuals or does that mean 
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that they are going to pump the threshold in terms of who qualifies so to be able to give you that 
answer I couldn’t right now because the details haven’t been extended to us but I could tell you 
that either way it was done would be really problematic because most people now if they’re getting 
$78 is a common number we see come out for SNAP for an individual it’s not a lot of money, they 
are not getting a ton to begin with so any reduction would provide a significant problem for the 
people that are receiving it. 
 
GILLILLAND:  So we are going to have to re-enforce our food banks and establish meals sounds 
like. 
 
MASCARENAS:  Absolutely. 
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you for that Shaun.  Further questions or comments? 
 
McNALLY:  What I’ve read on this so far it’s not going to effect the elderly at all there’s going to 
be no change in their benefits, they are not looking at the 60,70, 80-year-old people they are going 
to be looking at the 40 year olds, employable people who they are going to be going after so I 
believe if you’re 55 and older you’re not going to have any change to your benefits it’s the younger 
people they are looking at. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you let’s hope so. That’s good.  Further for Michael?  None, thank you very 
much Mr. Mascarenas. 
 

************ 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Mental Health Department with Terri Morse reporting 
as follows: 
 
MORSE:  Good morning. So I just wanted to piggy back on something from the prior conversation 
for Ms. Winemiller’s benefit.  Last year we had somebody from the United Way present the ALICE 
report so in Essex County our poverty rate is 12% whereas Franklin County is 18% but our ALICE 
rate so asset limited income constrained employed, the working poor is 30% compared to 
Franklin’s 28%. 
So let’s jump right into resolutions.  So I have one financial resolution at the Essex County Mental 
Health level, we need to increase the OMH funding for Families First.  This is a pass through 
funding that is a mandatory COLA to an organization like Families First so this is not coming out 
of the county’s pocket per say it is to address the workforce issues that a lot of the non-profit 
organizations encounter so this is pass through money. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE MENTAL HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$3356.00, OMH FUNDING FOR FAMILIES FIRST. 
Jackson, Giordano 
 
MERRIHEW: Questions or comments on the motion?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed – 
motion carries. 
 
MORSE:  And then as the Director of Essex County Community Services Board we have some 
resolutions regarding board appointments and do you want me to read all of those or can we do 
as indicated in the report? 
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MERRIHEW:  We can do those as indicated.  
MORSE:  Sure so the 2020 board appointments for the General board would be Charlie Lustig, 
Mary Bell and John Haverlick as a member of the Board for the term of January 1, 2020 to 
December 31, 2022. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENTS OF CHARLIE LUSTIG, MARY BELL 
AND JOHN HAVERLICK AS MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD FOR THE 
TERM OF JANUARY 1, 2020 TO DECEMBER 31, 2022. 
Wilson, Jackson 
 
MERRIHEW:  Any comments on the motion?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed – motion 
carries. 
 
JACKSON:  I wanted to say I think we’re fortunate we’ve got qualified people like that willing to 
donate their time for that.  I was, years ago on that board and it’s a very important board I’m glad 
you’ve got Mary Bell on there again and I’m glad you’ve got good people still willing to do that. 
 
MORSE:  That’s wonderful. We’re becoming a more robust board than we have been in the year 
so I’m looking forward to seeing what they can help us do in Essex County. 
For the Mental Health sub-committee, the term from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2023, Mr. 
Clay Reaser, Valerie Ainsworth and Annie McKinley. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENTS OF CLAY REASER, VALERIE 
AINSWORTH AND ANNIE MCKINLEY AS MEMBERS OF THE MENTAL HEALTH 
SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE ESSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD FOR THE 
TERM JANUARY 1, 2020 – DECEMBER 31, 2023. 
Wilson, Monty 
 
MERRIHEW:  Questions or comments on the motion?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed – 
motion carries. 
 
MORSE:  For the alcoholism substance abuse subcommittee, Geoff Neu for the term of January 
1, 2020 to December 31, 2020. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF GEOFF NEU AS A MEMBER OF THE 
ALCOHOLISM SUBSTANCE ABUSE OF THE ESSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES 
BOARD FOR THE TERM JANUARY 1, 2020 – DECEMBER 31, 2020 
Politi, Giordano 
 
MERRIHEW:  Questions or comments on the motion?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed – 
motion carries. 
 
MORSE:  Finally the Developmental Disabilities Subcommittee Judy Feigenbaum and Nina 
Matteau, January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2023. 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENTS OF JUDY FEIGENBAUM AND NINA 
MATTEAU AS MEMBERS OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES SUBCOMMITTEE OF 
THE ESSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD FOR THE TERM JANUARY 1, 2020 
– DECEMBER 31, 2023. 
Monty, Giordano. 
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MERRIHEW:  Questions or comments on the motion?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed – 
motion carries. 
MORSE:  That concludes my resolutions I just want to see if there’s anything else that is 
important? 
 
GILLILLAND:  I was contacted by a constituent last week and I believe he works for the Boquet 
Valley School system concerning mental health a satellite clinic and an issue of funding between 
BHSN, the Community Services Board vs. the Department of Mental Health.  Are you aware of 
that discussion because your name came up? 
 
MORSE: I am not aware of that particular discussion so thank you for that information. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Sorry to put you on the spot.  I’m just trying to figure out I guess the question was 
looking for funding if it’s under the department then it’s paid for but if it’s under the Community 
Services Board it’s paid for by another source and it sounded very strange to me so why we talk 
offline and I’ll figure out what’s going on with it. 
 
MORSE:  Surely.  What I would like to put on record though is that we were contacted by Boquet 
and we have plans to fulfill their request and have a satellite in their school and I may charge a 
nominal fee to cover for some of the no shows but it’s probably not going to be similar to the 
arraignment that they are looking at from somebody else. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Are there two funding streams?  I guess that is the bigger question for doing 
something like that?  I mean the Community Services Board vs. Department of Mental Health? 
 
MORSE:  The Community Services Board would not be involved in funding that.  It would be out 
of Essex County Mental Health. 
 
GILLILLAND: Thank you. 
 
MERRIHEW: Further questions, comments for Terri while she’s here?  
 
MONTY:  Would that be more of a provider source than a funding source? 
 
MORSE:  Historically our satellites that we have have been funded by our insurance 
reimbursement. 
 
MONTY:  So where does BHSN fall into this because that’s what is confusing me. 
 
MORSE:  I would love to talk about that with you offline. 
 
MONTY:  Okay, thank you. 
 
PALMER: That might take a couple hours. 
 
MONTY: I think I know what you’re talking about. 
 
MORSE:  Yes it’s going to become a 2020 conversation. 
 
MONTY: Thank you. 
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MERRIHEW: Thank you for that Terri.  Further questions or comments for Mrs. Morse?  Being 
none, thank you very much. 
 
MORSE: Thank you. 
 

************ 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Public Health Department with Linda Beers reporting 
as follows: 
 
BEERS:  Good morning.  I have two resolutions to adopt and approve the revised policies and 
procedures.  I do this every quarter from our Professional Advisory committee.  One is for the 
public health unit to approve revised policies and procedures for the quarterly reports. 
 
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTING AND APPROVING THE QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS REVIEWS 
AND POLICES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE PREVENTATIVE SERVICES APPROVED BY 
THE PUBLIC HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL (PHAC). 
Politi, Giordano 
 
MERRIHEW:  Comments or questions on the resolution?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed. 
 
BEERS: I also have the same resolution except for our Home Health Unit so it’s again a resolution 
adopting and approving the quality improvement reviews policies and procedures for our Home 
Health Unit. 
 
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTING AND APPROVING THE QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS REVIEWS 
AND POLICES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE HOME HEALTH UNIT APPROVED BY THE 
PUBLIC HEALTH ADVISORY COUNCIL (PHAC). 
Monty, Jackson 
 
MERRIHEW:  Comments or questions on the resolution?  Being none, all those in favor, opposed. 
 
BEERS:  I put on your desks this resolution.  It’s a resolution of appreciation.  I won’t go into it in 
great detail you have it there but I’d like to honor Jen Newberry at full board with a plaque on this.  
I just call to your attention that Jennifer Newberry is the Director of Patient Services in Essex 
County and she recently was awarded the Tele-Health Innovator Award.  Tele-health Innovator 
Award was for a nine county region and then they extended all the way up to the Fort Drum area 
so she really, there’s lots of competition in that and lots of providers in it to make some money 
and what not and she’s done an amazing job moving that forward in our county.  I’m really very, 
very proud of her and so I will move this resolution if you agree it’s for the Tele-Health Innovator 
Award for Jen Newberry. 
 
RESOLUTION OF APPRECIATION TO JENNIFER NEWBERRY, ESSEX COUNTY HEALTH 
DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR OF PATIENT SERVICES FOR BEING AWARDED THE TELE-
HEALTH INNOVATOR AWARD.   
Politi, unanimous 
 
BEERS:  You have a copy of my report.  I did email it to you because it’s a lot easier to read in 
color.  I call out just this it’s falls perfectly through, in that the November report on social 
determines of health it was described in this report that one of the most emerged super 
determinant of health was access to high speed internet.   
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So the beginning of the report talks about how important the Internet is to the livelihood and 
prosperity of our citizens in Essex County why people move here, why they wouldn’t move here 
and it shows a map and what not showing about where that is so I call your attention to that. I 
also call your attention to all of the report but I would like to highlight out that the Essex County 
Heroin Opioid Coalition has Dr. Mack is the new doctor from Ticonderoga Hudson Headwaters 
and she has been very – she attended the last meeting and is extremely involved in joining our 
coalition and that we have posted a job for an Outreach Coordinator and in closing I would like to 
say that it has been my pleasure to work with Roby Politi, Mike Marnell, Gerry Morrow and Ron 
Jackson.  This is my last meeting before all of you and it has been my pleasure to work with you 
and I wish you all the best of luck. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you very much Linda. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I have a question.   
 
MERRIHEW:  Just because she didn’t mention your name.  (laughter) 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Rabies, bait drop.  Are we on the schedule?  Moriah, Crown Point?   
 
BEERS:  So that is also in the report where it talks about the amount of rabies. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I see it but I don’t see where it says – 
 
BEERS:  So the USDA does those bait drops. We have influenced them.  You have written letters; 
we have again the USDA does not get their marching orders from the Department of Health.  It’s 
not regulated that way so are we on the map to get them in 2020?  I don’t know.  I don’t have any 
information but I can look into it further. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Would a resolution from this body help? 
 
BEERS:  Sure.  I will move one at the next meeting would you like me to do that? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I’ll move it right today. 
 
BEERS: Okie-doke. 
 
RESOLUTION URGING THE USDA TO ISSUE RABIES BAIT DROP VACCINES IN ESSEX 
COUNTY IN 2020. 
Scozzafava, Jackson 
 
MERRIHEW:  Everybody is aware of the motion?  All those in favor, opposed – motion carries. 
Thank you Thomas. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Linda a few years ago USDA came actually to my farm and did the captures and 
pulling the teeth, the testing it was very interesting and then they did the bait drops and then they 
went back and pulled the animals again and got the recaptures and stuff but it sounded to me at 
that time that all these bait drops are still in the research phase.  Have we skipped from the 
research phase to the prevention phase yet? 
 
BEERS:  So, the rabies bait drop is potentially is an evidence based program and in order for it 
to be an evidence based program they are still looking at all the data.  In lieu of nothing which we 
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really don’t have to combat rabies I think it has traction.  I don’t know that it has achieved what 
they wanted to achieve in clinical trials.  One of the biggest reasons that we do those bait drops 
is because of Canada so there’s an agreement with the Canadian Government, Canada has zero 
to no rabies and they don’t want our animals crossing the Canadian border so if you look at the 
USDA bait drops they are not necessarily – 
 
PALMER: We are going to have to build a wall.  (laughter) 
 
BEERS:  One of the reasons the USDA has that is always along the Canadian border. There’s 
lots of places in Long Island and places that have extremely high rabies and types of things but 
they would never get those bait drops so we have to remember why the reasoning was for some 
of the USDA bait drops was to really keep that rabies line from the Canadian border so that’s what 
they are using for them but we’ll move the resolution forward.  We’ll move it to the USDA and see 
if we can get traction to move the bait drops further down what we call the Champlain Corridor 
that’s where they are really are most prevalent. 
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you Linda that was informational. 
 
JACKSON:  I’d like to thank your office for helping me out when I got out of the hospital.  I think 
I’d still be over in Burlington if your folks weren’t willing to come check on me when I first got 
home. I guess it’s natural fear of letting people who live alone out of the hospital and it doesn’t 
matter how many sons and daughters you have around the area if it wasn’t for your service I don’t 
know if I would have ever got out of Burlington hospital.  I might still be sitting there. 
 
BEERS:  We are glad to supply that service and again I call out that Essex County Home Health 
Unit is five-star rating in the top 5% of the United States of America. 
 
JACKSON:  The was great, so thanks again. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you Linda. 
 

************ 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Office for the Aging Department with Kristy Leerkes 
reporting as follows: 
 
MERRIHEW:  Good morning. 
 
LEERKES: Good morning everyone.  You have a copy of my reports.  I do not have any 
resolutions but I did leave a couple of extra materials on your desks. One is a pass it along folder 
in there was a lot of documentation about scams, some fact sheets for you to basically pass it 
along unfortunately every one of our communities in one way or another have been hit by scams 
whether it was a grandparent scam, IRS scam, medical, Medicare so this is just a way to get this 
information out to the constituents. 
I also have a Smart Seniors book again, it just tailors to being smart seniors making sure that 
people know about the scams, about what advanced directives are, elder abuse and neglect all 
those great things. 
I also want to just reiterate what Mike had said about SNAP benefits.   A ton of our clients do have 
access to SNAP benefits who are out in the community daily, weekly or monthly helping 
individuals apply or recertify for SNAP but a majority of those individuals we’re seeing are getting 
less than $20 monthly allotment for SNAP.  They, like Mike said, they’re not getting hundreds and 
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hundreds of dollars. It’s just enough to get a loaf of bread, a gallon milk and some other small 
staples.   
HEAP again Mike mentioned we’re the ultimate certifier.  This year we were down.  We look at all 
the numbers on a monthly basis.  As of last Wednesday we processed 397 applications compared 
to this time last year we were at 411 but I think a very important thing that Mike said is that these 
dollars are going back into our local communities and again, helping those local business owners. 
We talked about social adult day.  I had a conversation with Mr. Gillilland and a request from 
another member of the board just to get some information about social adult day.  So the 
regulations that are put down by NYSOFA, New York State Office for the Aging if we contract with 
that social adult day that’s included in your packet but those are only regulations if we contract 
with them.  There is an association, a New York State Association of Adult Day services that really 
is a great resource for anybody, any company that’s looking to implement a social adult day.  As 
I mentioned last month, I have some conversations going about potentially bringing an adult day 
into Essex County, about I would say between eight to ten years ago Third Age out of SUNY 
Plattsburgh brought a program down here to Elizabethtown unfortunately they weren’t able to 
sustain that program so they removed the program from the county but that’s not saying our needs 
are changing, our county is aging so maybe we can start conversations with them other providers 
to see if they can satellite a program down to our county. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Thank you Krissy.  Good information.  Questions or comments for Ms. Leerkes. 
 
JACKSON:  What’s the HEAP funding this year from the State compared to last year?  Are we up 
a little or down a little? 
 
LEERKES:  That would be a Mike conversation or Mike question.  To my understanding, Mike it’s 
pretty level?  There’s not a huge change. 
 
JACKSON:  Thank you. 
 
LEERKES: I do also want to mention that Medicare open enrollment ended Saturday and this by 
far, was the busiest open enrollment season that our staff had seen in many, many years and we 
want to chalk that up to we’re really getting our information out there.  We saw a lot of new clients 
this year.  This year we had five open enrollment events and at every single one we were full to 
the max where we actually had people come in a different day so stay tuned, we’ll get you the 
numbers as to how many people we served in that program. 
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you for that Krissy.  Just shows you what a need there is. 
 
LEERKES: Absolutely. 
 
MERRIHEW:  Further questions for Krissy before we go?  Being none, thank you very much we 
appreciate all your work Krissy.  Further business to come before? 
 
JACKSON:  I’d like to take this opportunity to introduce my successor. I think Joe has already met 
him or knew him before but in twenty-two days Ken Hughes will be taking my spot and I’m very 
happy to introduce him today. 
 
MERRIHEW: Thank you for that Mr. Jackson.  Further business?  Being none, we stand 
adjourned.  Thank you very much. 
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 As there was no further business to come before this Human Services Committee it was 
adjourned at 10:06 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors   
 
 
 
 
 
 


